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I. Introduction 
 

Once a year, the Soil and Plant Science Division (SPSD) oversees the process to update the publicly available, 
official USDA-NRCS soil survey data.  This process is referred to as the Annual Soils Refresh (ASR).  The 
objective of the ASR is to incorporate updates to currently published soil survey areas, to publish new soil survey 
information for previously unmapped soil survey areas, to ensure all published soil survey areas include the same 
set of required national interpretations, and to ensure all published data is current.  State Soil Scientists (SSSs) 
are responsible for refreshing the published soil survey information within their State or island territory.  SPSD 
Regional Office (RO) staff are responsible for providing technical support and performing some ASR processes.   

This document provides a general overview of the refresh process, identifies roles and responsibilities for SSSs 
and RO staff, describes the national databases used in the process, discusses applications used in the refresh 
process steps, discusses NASIS precheck reports designed to locate critical errors in soils data, and most 
importantly, provides step-by-step instructions for completing the ASR. 

II. High-Level Outline of ASR Process 
 

Below is an outline of the high-level process steps needed to conduct the ASR (figure 1).  Detailed process steps 
are discussed further below. 

 

III. Overview of Soils Refresh 
 

Historically, the process for updating soil information was handled on an ad hoc basis; that is, new data was 
published whenever a regional office decided it was appropriate.  “Published” in this case means that the latest 
data in the working database was certified and released to the public as official data.  As the SPSD moved away 
from initial soil survey work and moved towards MLRA update projects, the need for greater data stability became 
apparent.  The increased number of MLRA projects resulted in a steady stream of updates, which was 
undesirable for some key customers.  Major internal NRCS partners needed a stabilized version of soil 
information for programs and for conservation planning.  As a result, the National Soil Survey Center (NSSC) 
changed from the continual, regional, ad hoc updates to an annual, national, complete update. 

The term “SSURGO” is often misused to refer to the official USDA-NRCS soil survey database.  SSURGO is 
actually a derivative product of the database.  The official soil information resides in a Microsoft SQL Server 
database named the Soil Data Mart (SDM).  This SQL database is what the State Soil Scientists update during 
the ASR.  Both Web Soil Survey (WSS) and Soil Data Access (SDA) are connected to the SDM database and 
deliver official soil survey information to the public.  The SDM database is updated once a year, ensuring a stable 
version of soils data for our customers.  This process has been referred to as both the Annual SSURGO Refresh 
and the Annual Soils Refresh. The National Soil Survey Center uses the term “Annual Soils Refresh” (ASR).  

The ASR process involves moving data through four databases, using two applications. The databases are the 
NASIS database, Staging Server database, Soil Data Warehouse database, and Soil Data Mart database. The 
applications are the NASIS application and Staging Server application.  See figure 2. 
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“NASIS” refers to a Microsoft SQL Server database and a desktop client application, and both together are called 
NASIS.  “Staging Server” also refers to both a Microsoft SQL Server database and an application.  Many, perhaps 
most, users only think of the applications when they hear the terms NASIS or Staging Sever.  The color coding in 
figure 2 distinguishes between the applications and databases. 

   

For every Soil Survey Area published in the SDM, the tabular information must be exported out of NASIS at least 
once a year.  This process ensures all tabular data published to SDM adheres to the same data quality standards.  
This requirement includes NOTCOM and NOTPUB SSAs. 

Because SPSD does not have a national spatial transactional database we don’t require all spatial data to be 
updated each year.  Instead, only new and updated spatial data are posted as part of the ASR.  Spatial data in 
SDM that were not edited during the year do not need to be posted to the Staging Server.  Tabular-only soil 
surveys in the Staging Server are connected to the most recent version of spatial data that is in the Soil Data 
Warehouse (SDW) when the verify and commit process is done. 

IV. Roles and Responsibilities 
 

Below are the critical roles and responsibilities for the Annual Soils Refresh.  SPSD recognizes that a person 
other than the State Soil Scientist may execute certain functions.  In such cases, the SSS designee assumes 
some or all the duties listed for the SSS. 

The NASIS application 
exports tabular data from 
the NASIS database to the 
Staging Server database. 

The Staging Server application moves 
data from the Staging Server database to 
the Soil Data Warehouse database and 
vice versa.  The application is also used 
to import shapefiles into the Staging 
Server database. 

NSSC staff move data from the 
SDW database to the SDM 
database.  Ft. Collins staff 
release the data to Web Soil 
Survey and Soil Data Access. 
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1) State Soil Scientist 
• Notify the Soils Hotline (SoilsHotline@usda.gov) if a designee will be completing the ASR or assisting 

with the ASR. 

o This allows the NSSC staff to know who to contact about ASR activities and to add the designee 
to the appropriate eAuthentication roles. 

• Identify all Soil Survey Areas (SSAs) within their State or island territory that need to have their tabular 
data refreshed or that will have tabular data posted for the first time as part of the ASR. 

o Contact the RO(s) if they have questions or need assistance in identifying the SSAs to be 
included in the ASR. 

• Identify all SSAs within their State or island territory that need to have their spatial data refreshed as part 
of the ASR. 

o Contact the RO(s) to acquire a list of SSAs that will have spatial data refreshed or that will have 
spatial data posted for the first time. 

• Identify National, Regional, or State interpretations that are not part of the required national set but that 
need to be included in the ASR. 

• Identify any special concerns about minor components included in the ASR. 

• Run NASIS to Staging Server precheck reports for all soil surveys areas in their State or island territory. 

• Export the tabular data for all official soil survey areas for their State or island territory from NASIS to the 
Staging Server. 

• Verify and commit all official soil survey areas for their State or island territory to the Soil Data 
Warehouse. 

2) NCSS Staff 
• Establish ASR timeline and create National Bulletin. 
• Communicate ASR timeline and expectations to SSSs and ROs. 
• Provide technical support and training. 
• Monitor ASR status and send status updates to SSSs and ROs. 

3) Regional Office GIS Staff 
• Communicate with State Soil Scientists about which soil survey areas will have new or updated spatial 

data and when the spatial data will be uploaded to the Staging Server. 
• Ensure map unit symbols for new or updated spatial data match the corresponding tabular data. 
• Upload the new or updated spatial data to the Staging Server. 

4) Regional Office Soil Staff 
• Provide technical support to State Soil Scientists, regional office GIS staff, and regional office ESI staff 

during the refresh. 

• Assist with correcting errors identified throughout the ASR process. 

5) Regional Office ESI Staff 
• Correct issues with ecological sites that are correlated to components included in the ASR. 

mailto:SoilsHotline@usda.gov
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V. Step-by-Step Soils Refresh Instructions 
 

1) Run “NASIS to Staging Server Precheck” Reports 
Five reports have been created to check soil survey data before it is exported from NASIS to the Staging Server.  
The Fatal Errors Precheck must be run before exporting data.  The other reports are optional, but NSSC 
encourages their use.  The descriptions of the reports below are purposefully vague.  You should run the report 
and read the output to understand the specific errors and potential errors identified by the reports. 

These reports can be run from the NASIS web reports webpage (under the Annual Soils Refresh Precheck 
section) or directly from NASIS.  The only difference between the webpage reports and NASIS reports are the 
parameters selected prior to running the report.  Web reports have fewer options but are easier to run.  The 
NASIS reports have more parameters, which means they can control the data being analyzed more precisely.  
Most users, however, prefer the web reports. 

Appendix A is instructions for the Fatal Error Precheck Report.  We currently do not have detailed instructions for 
the other Precheck reports.  If you can understand how the Fatal Error report works, however, you should be able 
to understand how the others work. 

i. NASIS Export to Staging Server:  Fatal Errors Precheck 
• Required 

• Must be run on each soil survey area before exporting data from NASIS to the Staging Server. 

• Checks soil survey area for errors that will cause an export from NASIS to the Staging Server to fail. 

• Identifies errors that must be addressed before soils data can be successfully exported from NASIS to the 
Staging Server. 

ii. NASIS Export to Staging Server:  Ecological Site Precheck 
• Optional 

• Checks for potential issues with ecological sites correlated to official published components.  

iii. NASIS Export to Staging Server:  Warnings 
• Optional 

• Mainly checks for errors that were part of the CART error correction initiative; includes a few additional 
checks. 

iv. NASIS Export to Staging Server:  Brief Soil Description Precheck 
• Optional 

• Checks for discrepancies between the stored brief soil description and the calculated version.  Important 
in case a user forgot to rerun the brief soil description calculation when component information was 
updated in NASIS. 

• The web-based version of this report times out for larger States.  If the web-based version fails, run the 
report in the NASIS Client Editor. It is recommended to run it “Offline Against National Database” for best 
results. 

 

The following image shows a screenshot of the web-based version of the precheck reports 
(https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Masterlist). 

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Masterlist
https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Masterlist
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The following image is a screenshot of the NASIS-client version of the precheck reports, which are in the 
NSSC_Pangaea folder. 

 

2) Ensure Correct NASIS Group Assignment 
Anyone who is exporting from NASIS to the Staging Server or is committing data to the Soil Data Warehouse 
needs to be in the correct NASIS groups and have the proper eAuth roles. 

• Contact RO staff to be added to Staging Sever and Soil Data Warehouse groups. 

• Contact SoilsHotline@usda.gov to be added to eAuth roles or to be added to the NASIS group for 
uploading spatial data to the Staging Server. 

i. NASIS Group for Exporting from NASIS to Staging Server 
You must be a member of a “Staging XX” group to conduct exports.  You need to be in a group that corresponds 
to the State or island territory of the soil survey area.  For example, to export SSA OR021 – Gilliam County, 
Oregon, you need to be a member of a “Staging OR” NASIS group.  It does not matter which RO (or NASIS Site) 
owns the group.  Where more than one RO has areas of responsibility within a State, there can be more than one 
“Staging XX” group for a State.  In Oregon, there is a Staging OR group in the MLRA01_Portland and 
MLRA02_Davis NASIS Sites.  It does not matter which one you are in, and it does not matter if you are in more 
than one. 

The eAuth role for this step is NRCS_SOILS-STAGING_USERS. 

ii. NASIS Group for Committing Data to Soil Data Warehouse 
You must be a member of a “Warehouse XX” group to commit data from the Staging Server to the Soil Data 
Warehouse.  You need to be in a group that corresponds to the State or island territory of the soil survey area.  
For example, to commit SSA OR021 - Gilliam County, Oregon, to the Warehouse, you need to be a member of a 
“Warehouse OR” NASIS group.  It does not matter which RO owns the group.  Where more than one RO has 
areas of responsibility within a State, there can be more than one “Warehouse XX” group for a State.  In Oregon, 
there is Warehouse OR group in the MLRA01_Portland and MLRA02_Davis NASIS Sites.  It does not matter 
which one you are in, and it does not matter if you are in more than one. 

The eAuth role for this step is NRCS_SOILS-STAGING_USERS. 

iii. NASIS Group for Importing Spatial 
You must be a member of the Warehouse DU NASIS group to import spatial data into the Staging Server.  This 
group is in the Staging Server site. 

The eAuth role for this step is NRCS_SOILS-STAGING_USERS. 

3) Load Data into Your NASIS Selected Set 
The cleanest way to export data from NASIS to the Staging Server is to load all of the data you want to export into 
your selected set.  It is also possible to load just some data into your selected set, such as a legend, and then use 
options in the Export window (discussed below) to control which data associated with your legend is exported.  
This is more complicated. 

The following directions reference queries in the NSSC_Pangaea query folder.  State Soil Scientists are welcome 
to use other queries in addition to the ones referenced in this document.  If you decide to use your own queries, 

mailto:SoilsHotline@usda.gov
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however, you need to understand the query and know what data is being loaded into the local database and 
selected set. 

i. Refresh Your Local Database 
There is always data in your local database, even if you think you have an empty local database.  For example, all 
Ecological Sites are always in your local database. To ensure you are exploring the most up-to-date information, 
always refresh your local database.  

 

ii. Clear Your Local Database 
This step is optional but recommended. 

You will be loading a large volume of data into your local database.  Starting with an empty local database should 
improve processing time.  Decreased performance has been reported in some cases when the local database 
contained too much data. 
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iii. Load Data into Local Database 
• Open NASIS and run the NSSC_Pangaea query Area/Legend/Mapunit/DMU by areasymbol against 

the national database to add the symbols to your local database. 
• Right-click the query and select Run Against National Database. 

 

• In the example below, the selected query parameters load all soil surveys in the State of Oregon into the 
local database. 

o If you don’t want to load all the soil surveys for a State into your local database, or if you are 
having problems doing so, just enter the specific survey area symbol instead of using a 
combination of the State symbol and wildcard. 

o The process of loading all soil surveys into your local database for the entire State may initially 
take a long time, but it ultimately saves you time because you only have to run one query against 
the national database. 

• The necessary parameters may be different depending on your State. 
• Below are parameters selected for the State of Oregon.  This query loads more SSAs than will be 

exported, but it ensures that all of the needed SSAs are added to the local database. 
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• After the query has run, the Local Database tab opens.  
• Click Accept to download data from the national database into your local database.  
• This process may be lengthy if you queried all soil survey areas in your State. 

 

iv. Clear Selected Set 
It is essential that you have the correct data loaded into your selected set before exporting data from NASIS to the 
Staging Server.  To help ensure that you don’t export the incorrect information, clear your selected set before 
moving to the next step. 

 

v. Populate Selected Set, All Components 
Run the same NSSC_Pangaea query Area/Legend/Mapunit/DMU by areasymbol, but this time run it against 
the local database to add a single soil survey area into your selected set. 

• OR021 is used in the example below. 
• It is the responsibility of the SSS to know the correct soil survey status, geographic applicability, map unit 

status, and major component status to select.  
• Work with your local regional office staff if you need assistance in determining the correct parameters. 
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• If you want to export only major components and hydric minor components, use the query in section vi 
below: Populate Selected Set, Hydric Minors. 

 

• After the query has run, you should see a message that indicates how many records were added to your 
selected set. 

• Click Yes. 
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NOTE: Although it is possible to load more than one SSA into your selected set and export more than one SSA to 
the Staging Server, it is not recommended.  This is because: 

• The export process can time out if too much data is exported at once, and it’s difficult to know how many 
SSAs can successfully export at once due to variable SSA size. 

• If even one SSA fails the export, the entire export fails.  

vi. Populate Selected Set, Hydric Minors 
• Follow the guidance in this section if you need to create a selected set that only has major components 

and hydric minor components. 
• After loading data into your local database as outlined in step iii, run NSSC_Pangaea query 

Area/Legend/Mapunit/DMU by areasymbol (hydric minors) against the local database to add data into 
to your selected set. 

• OR021 is used in the example below. 
• You need to select the correct soil survey status, geographic applicability, map unit status, and major 

component status.  
• NOTE: Select Component in the Target Table to ensure only hydric minors are loaded. 

 

vii. Populate Selected Set, NOTCOM Areas 
• Follow the guidance in this section if you need to create a selected set that only has the NOTCOM map 

unit. 
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• After loading data into your local database as outlined in step iii, run NSSC_Pangaea query 
Area/Legend/Mapunit/DMU by NOTCOM against the local database to add data into to your selected 
set. 

• This query ensures only the single NOTCOM map unit is exported for those initial soil survey legends that 
contain both NOTCOM map units and approved or provisional map units. 

• You need to select the correct soil survey status, geographic applicability, and map unit status. 

 

viii. Populate Selected Set, NOTPUB Areas 
• Follow the guidance in this section if you need to create a selected set that only has the NOTPUB map 

unit. 
• After loading data into your local database as outlined in step iii, run NSSC_Pangaea query 

Area/Legend/Mapunit/DMU by NOTPUB against the local database to add data into to your selected 
set. 

• This query ensures only the single NOTPUB map unit is exported for those soil surveys that should not 
have other information published. 

• Use the NSSC_Pangaea query Area/Legend/Mapunit by musym if a mixture of NOTPUB and other 
correlated mapunits should be published. 

• You need to select the correct soil survey status, geographic applicability, and map unit status.  
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ix. Add a New Record to Legend Export Certification History Table 
This table records information about the data exported from NASIS to the Staging Server.  You can also include a 
list of changes made to the data.  For example, you may want to include information about map unit symbol 
changes or changes in an important soil property or interpretation, such as T factor, LCC, or farm class. 

 

Prior to each export from NASIS to the Staging Server, a new record should be added to this table.  The following 
four fields should be populated: 

• NASIS User Name – The name of the person certifying the data for export.  This may not be the person 
who is creating the export in NASIS. 

• Export Cert Date – Date the export will be created. 
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• Export Certification Status – Please refer to the NASIS Help menu for full definitions of choices, but most 
people choose “certified, all components.” 

• Export Metadata – You can enter any text associated with the certification.  This is where you could 
record lists of musym changes or other major changes to the data being exported. You can also simply 
note that the legend is being exported as part of the ASR and no major changes were made to the data.  
There are no national requirements for what content should be added but some regions and States may 
have their own standards. 

Some State Soil Scientists rely on the Legend Export Certification History Report to generate the content 
of the Export Metadata.  

 

  

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-PROJECT-LMU_TEXT_METADATA_BY_AREASYMBOL
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4) Export from NASIS to Staging Server 
After data for a soil survey area has been loaded into your selected set, you can export the data to the Staging 
Server. 

i. Open Exports  
Click Exports at the bottom left of the NASIS explorer panel. 

 

ii. Add New Export 
Click the green X in your toolbars to add a new export. 
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If you don’t see the green X icon in your toolbars, click Add New Export from the Export Editor drop-down menu. 

 

iii. Select Export Parameters 
After you “Add New Export,” the following export parameters dialogue box appears.   

Each tab and subsection of a tab within the box is addressed below.  
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Select Criteria Tab 
This tab selects the destination for the export and the criteria for selecting mapunits. 

Export Target: 
• ►For the ASR, always choose Staging Server as your export target.◄ 
• NASIS allows data to be exported two ways. 

o Staging Server.—Sends data from the NASIS database to the Staging database. (See 
figure 1 for reference.) 

o SSURGO.—Sends standalone text files to an email recipient or to the SSURGO text file 
format.  

Choose mapunits for legends in the select set based on: 
• ►Most SSSs choose “Legend Mapunits in the selected set, whether or not the Mapunit is in the 

selected set.”◄ 
• Legend Mapunits in the selected set, whether or not the Mapunit is in the selected set. 

o Only includes those legend mapunits that are loaded into the selected set. 
• Legend Mapunits in the local database whose Mapunit has a status of: 

o Allows users to export all legend mapunits linked to legend, regardless of whether they 
are in the selected set.  The user can control which are exported based on legend 
mapunit status. 

Choose data mapunits based on: 
• ►Most SSSs choose “Data mapunits in selected set.”◄ 
• Data mapunits in selected set 

o Only includes those data mapunits loaded into the selected set. 
• All data mapunits from local database 

o Includes all data mapunits linked to map units, regardless of whether they are in your 
local database. 

For mapunits with additional status: 
• ►Accept the default: “Use representative data mapunit to which correlated.”◄ 
• Use representative data mapunit to which correlated 

o Only exports the data mapunit for the map unit that the additional map unit is correlated 
to, not the representative data mapunit that is linked to the additional map unit. 

• Use representative data mapunit for additional mapunit 
o Exports the data mapunit that is linked to the additional map unit, as opposed to 

exporting the data mapunit linked to the map unit the additional map unit is correlated to. 

Choose components based on: 
• ►Most SSSs choose “Components in selected set.”◄ 
• Components in selected set 

o Only exports the components within your selected set. 
• All components from selected data mapunits 

o Exports all components within data mapunits included in the export as identified in the 
“Choose data mapunits based on” section above, regardless of whether or not the 
components are in the selected set. 

• Major components from selected data mapunits 
o Exports all major components within data mapunits included in the export as identified in 

the “Choose data mapunits based on” section above, regardless of whether or not the 
components are in the selected set. 
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• Components from selected data mapunits with % comp greater or equal to XX percent 
o Exports components, based on their RV component percent within data mapunits, that 

are included in the export as identified in the “Choose data mapunits based on” section 
above; exports components regardless of whether or not they are in the selected set. 

Select/View Interps Tab 
This tab allows NASIS users to specify which interpretations are included in a data export.   

►For the export to the Staging Server, all interpretations in the NSSC_Pangaea NASIS Site that are marked as 
“ready to use” will be included, regardless of whether they are selected.  These are the “required national 
interpretations”.  They are added to the Select/View Interps Tab by default and they will be included in the export 
even if you remove them from the list.◄ 

Other interpretations besides the required national interpretations can be added as needed.  Most States and 
island territories include other national, State, or regional interpretations with their exports.   

Typically, all interpretations exported the prior year will be exported again. It’s essential to verify the previous 
year’s interpretations to ensure you are not omitting any of the non-required interpretations.  Soil survey areas 
within a State can have different list of interpretations. 

Contact your regional office if you need assistance in determining which interpretations are normally added to 
exports for soil surveys in your State.  You can also see the list of interpretations included in previous refreshes 
by reviewing information about past NASIS exports.  This data is recorded in the NASIS Distribution Metadata 
object.  Reports are available that list the interpretations included in the previous exports.  You can also use the 
Distribution Metadata records to preload interpretations as a starting point, prior to exporting.  Appendix B 
explains how to use NASIS reports that look at Distribution Metadata. The appendix provides instructions about 
how to query Distribution Metadata records and how to use them as a starting point prior to exporting data from 
NASIS.  

Select/View Text Tab 
This tab allows NASIS users to choose which text notes to add from several critical text note tables.   

►“Component Text - Nontechnical description” is selected by default, and it must be included in all exports to the 
Staging Server.◄   

These text notes store the generated brief soil description.  Every published component must have a generated 
brief soil description populated in NASIS, and this brief soil description must be exported.  If a component is 
missing a generated brief soil description, the export from NASIS to Staging Server will fail.  The precheck report 
checks whether or not the brief soil description exists. 

All other text notes are optional.  The NSSC encourages SSSs to only export high quality text notes that have 
been thoroughly reviewed. 

NOTE:  If you use a Distribution Metadata record as a starting point for your export, the text notes selected for 
inclusion with that Distribution Metadata export are automatically included in your new export.  Appendix B 
contains more information about understanding and working with Distribution Metadata. 

Run Export Tab 
This tab allows you to enter the email address that will receive a message indicating if the export was successful 
or failed. 
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iv. Run Export 
After you choose the data to be exported, add any interpretations, and add any text notes, you are ready to run 
the export.  

• Enter your email address to receive a status notification.  
• Click Run Export to initiate the export.   

As a reminder, you must be in the “Staging XX” group for the State in which the survey occurs.  Refer to the 
section above titled “Ensure Correct NASIS Group Assignment” for additional guidance. 

 

v. Verify Export Was Successful 
You will receive an email message indicating if the export (1) was successful, (2) was successful but has 
warnings, or (3) failed.  

NOTE:  ►During the ASR, email notifications may be delayed by up to 2 days◄ because numerous SSAs are 
being processed simultaneously.  If you are unsure about the status of your export, contact the Soils Hotline for 
assistance. 
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Successful Export 
If the export was successful, you will see a message like this: 

 

Successful Export, With Warning 
In some cases, the email may state that the export was successful but also include warnings about data quality 
issues.  You aren’t required to make changes based on these warnings, but you should review them and consider 
if any of the potential errors should be corrected.  Work with your regional office to understand the issue and 
decide if a correction is needed. Below is an example email: 
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Successful Export, But With Incomplete Data 
In rare cases, the export is successful but you receive a message about incomplete data.  For example, you may 
be notified that an interpretation did not run correctly for a component.  You aren’t required to correct such issues, 
but the data should be reviewed.  Work with your regional office to understand the issue and decide if a correction 
is needed. 

Export Failed 
If the export fails, the email identifies possible reasons for the export failure.  You will need to work with your 
regional office to identify and correct the error that is stopping the export.  The “NASIS Export to Staging Server – 
Fatal Errors Precheck” report should also easily locate all errors that cause an export to fail.  Below is an example 
of a message where the export failed due to a missing project scale. 

 

vi. How to Reuse Export Parameters 
Export parameters from previous exports can be reused in new exports.  This allows for consistency in exports 
and improves efficiency.  The same settings, interps, and text notes will be included in the export.  For example, 
you will be exporting 100 soil surveys.  You can create the first export and manually enter the Export Parameters.  
Then you can use the same settings for the subsequent 99 exports, which saves time, creates consistency, and is 
a form of quality control.  

Each time you create a new export, you will see a record of that export in the Exports window.   
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If you want to reuse the parameters from a prior export, you can simply double-click on a record in the “Exports” 
explorer panel (see image above) and it will open a new export window that contains all the same parameters in 
the selected record.  This is as opposed to clicking Add New Export and manually entering the parameters again, 
which is covered in step 4) ii above. 

Each time you create an export, a new record is added to the Distribution Metadata table. These records reside in 
your local database until they are removed.  All Distribution Metadata records in your local database will appear in 
the “Exports” explorer panel (see image above).  If you attempt to reuse a previous export, and multiple records 
appear in the “Exports” explorer panel, you must ensure you are selecting the correct record.  You can use the 
date, time, and username to identify the correct export. 

5) Import Spatial Data into Staging Server  
This step is required if: 

• the existing spatial data for an already published soil survey has been edited, or  

• the data is being posted for a soil survey area for the first time.   

This step can be skipped if:  

• there have been no edits to already published spatial data, and  

• the soil survey area isn’t being published for the first time. 

Importing the spatial data is the responsibility of the regional GIS specialist.  This document does not include 
step-by-step instructions for importing the spatial data.  Contact your RO GIS specialist if you need assistance.  

6) Run Verification 
After you receive an email notification that the SSA was successfully exported to the Staging Server, open the 
Staging Server application and verify the data.  

i. Open the Soil Data Warehouse Staging Site (aka Staging Sever) 
Link: Staging Server. 

This document you are reading may not address every single scenario or message received.  The Help menu in 
the Soil Data Warehouse Staging Site contains concise, well written information.  Please consult the Help menu 
for additional guidance. 

 

 

https://soils-staging.sc.egov.usda.gov/Default.aspx
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ii. Select Your Soil Survey Area 
a. Click Select Survey for a list of SSAs currently on the Staging Server.  
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b. Check the box next to your SSA, and then click Apply Selection, which is at the bottom of the window. 

 

This opens the “Status of Staged Surveys” page.  You should see your SSA.  Notice that the Verification Status is 
“None.” 
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iii. Start the Verification 
c. Click Verification. 

 

This opens the Verification page.   

d. Click Begin. 
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You will receive a message indicating that either the verification was successful or there was an issue.  If the 
verification fails, you will need to correct the problem before attempting to verify again.  Corrections typically 
require an edit to the spatial data, tabular data, or both.  Any data that was edited needs to be exported and 
uploaded to the Staging Server again before trying to reverify. 

 

The example above demonstrates verification for a soil survey area that has only tabular data in the Staging 
Server.  The verification process compares the tabular data to the spatial data in the Warehouse to ensure the 
data sets are synchronized for this SSA.  You use the exact same process steps for SSAs that have spatial data 
edits or that are brand new sets of spatial and tabular data.  

In special cases that are not part of the ASR, only spatial data is uploaded to the Staging Server.  These cases 
can happen throughout the year.  In these cases, you need to recall the tabular data from the Warehouse before 
verifying.  

NOTE: Do not recall data from the Warehouse during the ASR. 
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7) Commit to Warehouse 
After successfully verifying the data, you are ready to commit your SSA to the Soil Data Warehouse, which is the 
final step.  

i. Review/Update Contact Information 
This only must be done one time during the ASR. 

The contact information needs to be correct for each State.  To review the contact information, click Warehouse 
and then click Contact Info.  Choose your State from the drop-down list and then review and modify the 
information as needed. Click Update if you make changes. 

 

 

ii. Open Commit Page and Start Validations 
Click Commit to open the Commit page. Click Continue to start a series of validations against the data.  You will 
be notified if an issue needs to be corrected.  You must correct any issues in the data before trying the re-commit.  
Such issues may require you to re-export data from NASIS, upload spatial data to the Staging Server, or both. 
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If the validations are successful, you receive the message “OK to commit.” 

 

Further options appear on the Commit page.  Your further selections depend on if there is a change to the area 
symbol (which is uncommon) or there is no change to the area symbol (which is common). 
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iii. No Change to Area Symbol 
Changes to area symbols are uncommon.  If you have not changed the area symbol for your SSA, ensure the 
correct email address is listed and click Commit. 

 

The following page appears.  It does not indicate that the commit was successful, only that it was submitted.  You 
need to wait for an email message to indicate if the commit worked.  

NOTE:  ►During the ASR, email notifications may be delayed by up to 2 days◄ because numerous SSAs are 
being processed simultaneously.  If you are unsure about the status of your committed SSA, contact the Soils 
Hotline for assistance. 
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The following message indicates success; that is, the SSA has been committed as part of the ASR. 

 

iv. Change to Area Symbol (Special Case Scenario) 
In rare cases, the area symbol for a soil survey area is changed.  This can occur for a variety of reasons.  
Additional information is then necessary for the Warehouse to associate data using the old area symbol with data 
using the new area symbol.  This information is added from the Commit page. 

When a symbol is changed, check the box next to any symbol that changed from a previously saved SSA.  The 
box is under the heading “Indicate those survey areas that are a replacement (complete or partial) for an 
archived SSURGO with a different area symbol.”  

• Don’t check the box if this is a normal update to an existing survey area.  

• Don’t check the box if the area being replaced was non-SSURGO (tabular only).  

A text box follows the heading “Enter old area symbols (separated by commas) that should be removed 
from the data mart.”  In this box, enter one or more symbols using a comma between each (no spaces).  These 
survey areas are marked as “retired” in the data warehouse and no longer appear in the data mart. 

NOTE:  It is best to check in all survey areas with new symbols at the same time to avoid overlapping datasets.  
If, however, you are splitting a survey area but need to check in only one of the new survey areas, mark the new 
area as a replacement but do NOT request removal of the old symbol.  Wait to make that designation until you 
check in the last survey area that finishes the replacement. 
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In the hypothetical example below, OR021 would be a new area symbol that is replacing the old symbol OR999.  
These settings would retire OR999 in the Warehouse and add the new symbol OR021. 

 

 

 

END OF ASR PROCESS STEPS 
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Appendix A: Instructions for Using “NASIS Export to Staging Server 
Fatal Error Precheck” Reports 
 

1) Introduction 
When a soil survey is exported from NASIS to the Staging Server, a behind-the-scenes "Fatal Error" script is 
automatically run.  This script checks the survey area for 29 fatal errors (table 1).  If any of these errors occurs, 
the export fails and the user receives a notification via email.  

The export process is time consuming. Users must: 

• Load soil survey areas into NASIS. 
• Export soil surveys areas from NASIS to the Staging Server. 
• Wait for email notification indicating export success or failure. 
• Fix errors and try again. 

This process is even more tedious during the Annual Soils Refresh (ASR), when over 3,500 soil surveys are 
exported from NASIS to the Staging Server in a matter of weeks.  This mass export overwhelms the system, 
causing significant delays (up to 2 days) in the email notifications.  

In an effort to make the ASR more efficient, the Database Focus Team has created a NASIS report that replicates 
23 of the 29 fatal errors (table 1).  It doesn't include the 6 fatal errors that are related to either the: 

1. Formatting of the non-MLRA symbol 

a. This is outside the control of the regions and States. 

b. There should be no errors in the formatting of these symbols. 

2. Errors in NASIS interpretations 

a. National interpretations are outside of the control of regions and States, and there should be 
no errors in the national interpretations. 

b. Errors may exist in regional interpretations, but the use of these cannot be predicted; 
therefore, we can’t determine which regional interpretations to check with the report. 
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Table 1.—Fatal Errors Check 

[List of errors that are checked for when a survey area is exported from NASIS to the Staging Server.  Errors in 
red are not included in the NASIS precheck report.] 

 Errors Checked for During Export In NASIS 
Report NASIS Table 

1 Area symbol in legend is not a Non-MLRA SSA that is owned by 
the NSSC_Pangaea NASIS Site. Yes Legend 

2 Badly formed area symbols. No Area 

3 Area symbols more than 7 characters long. No Area 

4 Areas with name or acres missing. No Area 

5 No State is populated in the Legend Area Overlap table. Yes Legend Area 
Overlap 

6 
No county is populated in the Legend Area Overlap table that 
corresponds to the State.  For example, if the state is Oregon, a 
county in Oregon must also be in the Legend Area Overlap table. 

Yes Legend Area 
Overlap 

7 

No corresponding State exists in the Legend Area Overlap table 
for the county that is populated.  For example, if a county in 
Wisconsin is populated, the State of Wisconsin must also be 
populated. 

Yes Legend Area 
Overlap 

8 NULL project scale. Yes Legend 

9 Duplicated map unit symbols exist.  This can occur if the map 
unit status is different. Yes Legend 

Mapunit 

10 NULL map unit name. Yes Mapunit 

11 Data map unit used more than once in the correlation table as 
representative. Yes Correlation 

12 NOTCOM map unit symbol is not capitalized. Yes Legend 
Mapunit 

13 NOTCOM map unit symbols are not linked to the national 
NOTCOM map unit. Yes Legend 

Mapunit 

14 National NOTCOM map unit is used in the legend but is not using 
a NOTCOM map unit symbol. Yes Legend 

Mapunit 

15 NULL component name. Yes Component 

16 Components that have data in the component month table but at 
least one record in the table has a NULL month. Yes Component 

Month 

17 Entries in the Component Text table have a component text kind 
of nontechnical description but have a NULL category. Yes Component 

Text 

18 Components that don’t have a record in the Component Text 
table with a component text kind of nontechnical description. Yes Component 

Text 

19 Interpretations don’t meet SDV requirements. No Rule 
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 Errors Checked for During Export In NASIS 
Report NASIS Table 

20 Primary rule is not marked “ready to use.” No Rule 

21 National interpretations use rules not owned by Pangaea. No Rule 

22 Legends that have either a NULL geographic applicability or a 
geographic applicability not equal to "current wherever mapped." Yes Legend 

23 Mapunits that do not have a single data mapunit flagged as 
representative in the Correlation table.  Yes Correlation 

24 Data mapunits that have a sum of RV component percentages 
greater than 100%. Yes Datamapunit 

25 Data mapunits that do not have any component records. Yes Datamapunit 

26 Components that are flagged as major but have a RV component 
percent less than 10 or have a NULL RV component percent. Yes Component 

27 Components that have a duplication of both the horizon top and 
bottom RV depth. Yes Horizon 

28 Components that have a NULL horizon RV top or bottom depth. Yes Horizon 

29 Components with horizon top and bottom RV depths that have 
gaps or overlaps. Yes Horizon 

The report is designed as a precheck to be run in advance of exporting a survey area.  It allows the State Soil 
Scientist to identify survey areas that will fail the export.  It can be run on a single survey area or an entire State. 

2) Report Overview 
The fatal errors precheck report has two versions.  The outputs are identical.  The only differences are the 
locations from which you run the report and the parameters that can be selected prior to running the report. 

i. Web-based Report 
• Can be run in a browser via URL. 
• Only has one parameter, which means more assumptions are made about what survey areas should be 

included. 
• Includes a slim chance that data could be excluded. 
• Includes a chance that undesirable data may be included. 
• Can only be run on an entire State. 

ii. NASIS-based Report 
• Must be run from within NASIS. 
• Has four parameters, which give the user more control over the output. 
• Can be run on a single soil survey area or entire State. 

3) Web-Based Version of the Report 
The web-based version can be run outside of NASIS, and it has only one parameter as an option. It makes more 
assumptions than the NASIS version, but it works well for most of the country.  There is a chance that a survey 
area could accidentally be excluded or that extra surveys errors could be included in the report output. 

Name:  NASIS Export to Staging Server - Fatal Error Pre-Check 
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Location:  On the web-based master list of NASIS reports, under the heading Annual Soils Refresh Precheck. 

   

  

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Masterlist
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i. How to Use Web-Based Report 
1) Click NASIS Export to Staging Server – Fatal Error Pre-Check.  (Direct link to report here)  

2) Choose your State from the drop-down list. 

 

3) Report runs against the national NASIS database.  All surveys for the selected State are included in the 
output.  The upper part of the report output includes the list of fatal errors being checked and information 
about how the report works. 

4) The survey areas are listed on the left.  

 

  

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Staging_Server_Pre_Checks
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5) Each survey area is evaluated in the column “STAGING SERVER EXPORT PASS/FAIL CHECK.”   

 

• PASS indicates that the survey area passed all 15 fatal error prechecks.  The survey should 
successfully export.  (You could still have problems if there are errors related to local regional 
office interpretations.) 

• FAIL indicates that the survey failed at least one of the 15 checks.  The survey will not 
successfully pass the export process.  

Important Note:  The web-based report includes minor components, provisional map units, and 
approved map units.  These map units and minor components may not be part of your intended export, 
and they could cause false errors. 

6) The 15 fatal errors are checked for each survey and are numbered 1 through 15 in the second row.  
These numbers correspond to the list at the top of the report. 

Important Note:  Only errors are displayed.  Empty cells mean no error. 
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7) A red ERROR is related to the legend.  You will need to load that legend in NASIS and correct the error. 

 

8) ERROR: Click For Details is related to map units or data map units.  Clicking the error opens a 
subreport that displays the offending data. 

 

 

 

 

  

Click the link and a subreport 
opens. 
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9) Some subreports contain a comma-delimited list of component record ids.  This list can be used to quickly 
load the offending components into your selected set.  The subreport also references the query required 
to load the data. 

 

4) NASIS-Based Version of the Report 
This version can be run from within NASIS.  Although it requires you to log into NASIS, it gives you more control 
of the output of data.  It allows you to select several parameters that can assist with filtering the resultant data.  It 
can be run on the national or local database.  It’s easier to run on the national.  

Name:  NASIS Export to Staging Server - Fatal Errors Precheck 

Location:  NSSC_Pangaea folder 

i. How to Use NASIS Version of the Report 
1) Open NASIS and refresh your local database. 

2) Go to Reports > Open the NSSC_Pangaea folder > Right-click on NASIS to Staging Server Export - 
Fatal Errors Precheck and select Run Against National Database. 
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3) Choose the appropriate parameters and click Run. 
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Appendix B:  Interpretations Used in Past NASIS Exports 
 

Identifying Interpretations Used in Previous NASIS Exports and  
How to Use Distribution Metadata to Preload Interpretations for New Exports 

1) Introduction 
When a soil survey is exported from NASIS, a permanent record of what was exported is created and stored in 
the Distribution Metadata object.  This object contains a set of tables that are viewable by all NASIS users. The 
tables can be queried and loaded into your selected set, just like any others in NASIS. 

 
The Distribution Metadata object is a collection of tables that are used to document the following information 
about NASIS Exports. 

• Time and date of export 
• NASIS user who conducted export 
• Export type: SSURGO or Staging Server 
• Area symbols exported (i.e., legends exported) 
• Mapunits exported 
• Data mapunits exported 
• Components exported 
• Interpretations exported  
• Text notes exported 

When data is exported from NASIS to either SSURGO or the Staging Sever, new Distribution Metadata tables are 
created.  These new tables are added to the national database, your local database, and your selected set 
by default.  You do not need to upload changes to the national database to save them. They are not checked out 
in your selected set, meaning you don’t need to check them in.  They stay in your selected set until you clear your 
selected set, and they stay in your local database until you clear your local database.   
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You can view the records after running an export by opening the Distribution Metadata table. 

 
If you have removed the records from your selected set or your local database, or if you want to view other 
Distribution Metadata records, you can use the following queries in the NSSC Pangaea folder.  

 
NASIS users typically don’t have a reason to view the Distribution Metadata. It can, however, be very helpful, 
especially during the Annual Soils Refresh (ASR).  This is especially true when you are trying to identify 
interpretations included in past exports. 

One of challenging aspects of the ASR is identifying which interpretations to include with the soil survey areas.  
(This challenge is especially difficult for a person conducting exports from NASIS to the Staging Server for the first 
time.)  The required set of interpretations, which are those marked “ready to use” in the NSSC Pangaea folder, 
are automatically included in the export.  Most States and island territories, however, also include other national, 
regional, and State interpretations.  Customers expect these non-required interpretations to be included each 
year, and delivering a consistent set of interpretations is essential.  Distribution Metadata was in part designed to 
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assist with this process. The Distribution Metadata object provides information about the interpretations exported 
with each soil survey area. The object can be used to view interpretations included in the export and to preload 
interpretations prior to exporting.   

Two main uses of Distribution Metadata are discussed below.   

1) Running NASIS web reports that list interpretations included in the last export based on 
Distribution Metadata. 

2) Querying Distribution Metadata to preload interpretations prior to exporting from NASIS to the 
Staging Server. 

2) How to Use NASIS Web Report to Identify Interpretations Previously Included in 
NASIS to Staging Server Exports 

The Soil Plant Science Division NASIS Web Reports site includes two reports in the Annual Soils Refresh section.  
They provide information about interpretations included in the most recent exports from NASIS to Staging Server.  
One report provides details about all interpretations included for each soil survey area.  The other examines all 
soil survey areas in a State and lists all the unique, non-required interpretations for that State. 

 

Report 1:  Lists of Interpretations Included in Last Export to Staging Server 
This report examines the Distribution Metadata object and locates the last successful NASIS to Staging 
Server export for a given area symbol.  The report output includes the required interpretations and any non-
required interpretations.  

In some cases, SSAs in a State may have been exported with different sets of interpretations. This report 
allows you to review each SSA.   

  

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB-Masterlist
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How to Use Report 
1) Click the report you want to run, and enter an area symbol in the box.  Click Submit.  (Direct link to 

report here) 

 
2) The report output appears, and it includes the following information: 

a. Soil survey area symbol and name 
b. Person who generated last export 
c. Date the last export from NASIS to Staging Server was successfully executed for the soil survey 

area 
d. Interpretations included with export 
e. Interpretation category, which indicates if it was a required interpretation or not 
f. NASIS Site that owns the interpretation 

 

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB_ASR_Distribution_Metadata_Interpretation_List
https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB_ASR_Distribution_Metadata_Interpretation_List
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Report 2:  Unique List of State and Regional (Non-Required) Interpretations Included in Last 
Export to Staging Server for Entire State 
This report examines the Distribution Metadata object and locates ALL last successful NASIS to Staging 
Sever exports for a given State.  It ONLY includes a list of UNIQUE non-required interpretations.  

In most cases, all SSAs in a State add the same set of non-required interpretations.  This report lets you 
quickly identify the list.   

How to Use Report 
1) Click the report you want to run, and enter an area symbol in the box.  Click Submit.  (Direct link to 

report here) 

 

  

https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB_ASR_Distribution_Metadata_Interpretation_State_List
https://nasis.sc.egov.usda.gov/NasisReportsWebSite/limsreport.aspx?report_name=WEB_ASR_Distribution_Metadata_Interpretation_State_List
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2) The report output appears, and it includes the following information: 
a. State code 
b. List of non-required unique interpretations exported in the State 
c. Interpretation category, which indicates if it was a required interpretation or not 
d. NASIS Site that owns the interpretation  

 

3) How to Use Distribution Metadata Records to Preload Interpretations Before Exporting 
The Distribution Metadata can preload a set of interpretations prior to exporting data from NASIS.  This means 
you can retrieve the Distribution Metadata from a prior export using a NASIS query, load it into your local 
database, and then use it as starting point for a new export. 

Below are step-by-step instructions for how to use the Distributions Metadata to preload interpretations.  You 
must first have successfully loaded a soil survey area(s) into your selected set and be ready to conduct 
your export.  This example uses area symbol OR003. 
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How to Use Query 

1) In NASIS, open the NSSC Pangaea query folder.  Browse to the queries that start with “Distribution 
Metadata… .” 

 
 

2) Right-click Distribution Metadata by area symbol (most recent).  Select Run Against National 
Database. 
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3) Enter an area symbol, check staging server as the export, and click Run.   

a. Choose area symbol for an export that has the correct interpretations. 
b. You can use the reports referenced above to see which interpretations were included with the 

exports. 
c. You can also load Distribution Metadata for more than one area symbol by using wildcards (e.g., 

OR6% or OR%). 
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4) Accept results into your local database, and click Exports on the left in the explorer panel. 
a. The Exports panel includes a folder named after the NASIS Site that owns the Distribution 

Metadata. 
b. Expand this folder to see a date-and-time stamp and the username. 

i. This stamp indicates when the Distribution Metadata record was created, and the 
username is the person who created the record by conducting an export. 

 

c. You may notice additional folders and additional exports in the panel. 
i. This occurs if you have recently conducted any exports from NASIS to Staging Server or 

to SSURGO and the Distribution Metadata is still in your local database. 
ii. If you have numerous exports records, and are unsure about which one you need, you 

can clear your local database and start the process over again; that is, querying the SSA 
and Distribution Metadata again. 
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5) Double-click the export (e.g., 202-06-11 09:22:29 Owen, Whityn). 
a. The export panel opens. It contains ALL settings of the last export, except for the Export Target. 
b. Review the settings in the Select Criteria to ensure they are correct. 
c. Select an Export Target. 
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Appendix C:  Raster Soil Survey Refresh 
 

1) Introduction 
All published raster soil surveys (RSSs) are required to have their tabular data refreshed as part of the Annual 
Soils Refresh (ASR).  Because RSSs are not currently archived in the Soil Data Warehouse (SDW) and published 
to the Soil Data Mart (SDM), the process for refreshing an RSS is different than other ASR data.  In the future, 
RSSs should be incorporated in the SDW and SDM databases but for now they must be managed outside the 
official database framework.   

Raster soil surveys are published on the Geospatial Gateway as ESRI File Geodatabases.  These databases 
contain tabular data in the SSURGO format and gridded spatial data, with the spatial data existing as an ESRI 
raster layer.  The big picture process for updating an RSS includes the following steps: 

1. Run precheck reports on RSS – State Soil Scientist 
2. Export tabular data from NASIS to SSURGO – State Soil Scientist 
3. Provide tabular data to Regional Office GIS Specialist – State Soil Scientist 
4. Build new version of RSS ESRI File Geodatabase – Regional GIS Specialist 
5. Conduct quality assurance on RSS ESRI File Geodatabase – Regional GIS Specialist 
6. Submit RSS Geodatabase for publication – Senior Regional Soil Scientist 
7. Publish RSS ESRI File Geodatabase to Geospatial Gateway – NSSC 

2) Run Precheck Reports 
Because RSSs are being exported from NASIS to SSURGO, the hidden stored procedure that checks data for 
fatal errors is not run against the RSS.  That stored procedure only runs against data exported from NASIS to the 
Staging Server.  However, the RSS tabular data should use the same standard as the data published to SDM and 
the RSS should be checked for errors before publication.  

Refer to section V. 1) above for guidance on how to run precheck reports.  You will need to use the NASIS Client 
version of the precheck reports for RSSs.  The web-based reports will not work.  You can ignore errors related to 
project scale and area type name. 

3) Export Tabular Data from NASIS to SSURGO 
Refer to section V. 3) above for guidance on how to add an RSS soil survey to your selected set.  Don’t forget to 
first clear your selected set and refresh your local database before adding an RSS to your selected set and 
exporting. 

Once you have loaded the data into your selected set, create a new Export. Refer to section V. 4) for additional 
guidance, although some settings are different for RSS.  Settings are discussed below. 

i. Select Criteria 
Set Export Target to SSURGO. 
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ii. Select/View Interps 
When you export data from NASIS to the Staging Server all national required interpretations are included by 
default. In fact, even if you attempt to remove them, they will still be included in the export.  In contrast, when 
exporting data from NASIS to SSURGO, none of the national required interpretations are added by default. You 
must manually add all interpretations.   

All national interpretations are required to be included in the RSS.  To include them, choose the NSSC Pangaea 
NASIS Site, select all interpretations, and then click Add to List. You can select all by clicking the first 
interpretation in the “Select Interpretations to Include” box, then holding down the “Shift” key, scrolling to the 
bottom of the list, and clicking the last one in the list.   
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Add any additional interpretation as needed. 

If you are refreshing the data for an existing RSS, download the RSS Geodatabase and open the Sainterp table in 
ArcGIS Pro or ArcGIS Desktop.  This will give you the list of all interps previously included in the export.  
Typically, you want to include all the interps from the previous export. 

 

iii. Select/View Text 
Refer to section V 4) iii for more information about adding text notes to the export. At a minimum, include 
“Component Text – Nontechnical description.”  This will include the component generated brief soil description. 
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iv. Run Export 
Enter your email and give the export a name of your choice.   
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v. Send Export to Regional GIS Specialist 
The RO GIS Specialist will need the export to create the RSS database.  This step represents the SSS 
certification of the RSS data. 

4) Build New Version of RSS ESRI File Geodatabase 
The Regional GIS Specialist will use the text files from the export to build an updated version of the database.  
This document does not provide step-by-step instructions for this part of the process.  Please contact the Soils 
Hotline if you have questions about this process. 

5) Conduct Quality Assurance on RSS ESRI File Geodatabase 
The database should be reviewed to ensure it adheres to standards and does not contain errors.  This document 
does not provide step-by-step instructions or any list of standards.  Please contact the Soils Hotline if you have 
questions about quality assurance or standards. 

6) Submit RSS Geodatabase for Publication 
The Senior Regional Soil Scientist will submit the database to the National Database Manager for publication. 

7) Publish RSS ESRI File Geodatabase to Geospatial Gateway 
The Soil Business staff will publish the database to the geospatial gateway. 
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